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DEEP COVER TIME AGENTS
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THEME: LONDON LIFE IN 1605
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Theme: London Life in 1605

This approach, known as the Deep Cover Time Agents, is designed for students aged 7-11,
and is a mixture of class and group work with plenty of opportunities for independent
learning. The students are sent on undercover fact-finding missions by the Doctor.

The approach is organised into four main learning questions which will be answered through
game play, as well as investigation and inquiry through classroom activities. These are followed
by a Concluding Activity, to allow the students to demonstrate their acquired learning across
the four main questions.

The four main learning questions are:
1. What types of jobs did people do in 1605?
2. What were houses like in 1605?
3. What food and drink was available and common in 1605?
4. What did people in 1605 do for entertainment?

Historical references and key objects are woven throughout the game, and students
should be encouraged to complete notebook pages about the characters and historical
objects they encounter in the game. Notebook resource sheets are supplied at the end 
of this part of the pack.

Some of the younger students may wish to wear Deep Cover Time Agents badges while
completing their tasks. For those who have not already completed the theme of The Plot,
a badge template is supplied at the end of that particular unit.

Aims and Objectives
Students will gain a basic understanding of town life in 1605 including occupations, housing,
food and drink and entertainment and draw comparisons with their life in modern Britain.

Supporting Resources
Historical Objects, Characters and Environments of particular relevance to the main learning
questions are clearly indicated and these can be used to support the activities. These and
other supporting resources are available to download from bbc.co.uk/teachers

Downloading the game
Before starting this unit of work,the Gunpowder Plot
Adventure Game should be downloaded from
bbc.co.uk/doctorwho

Instructions on how to do so are available in 
The Adventure Games Help section. It is suitable 
for both PC and Mac platforms.

 



1. What types of jobs did people do in 1605?

GAME PLAY
Throughout this unit, the students should be encouraged to play the game in its entirety. 

While playing the game, students should be encouraged to complete their notebook pages
with information about the characters and historical objects they encounter, particularly
those that give them information about occupations of the time.

ACTIVITIES

Learning Outcome
Students should be able to list different occupations from the period and determine the
impact that these occupations had on families in terms of wealth.

MISSION 1

Read out loud the Doctor’s first message asking the students to help him in London in
November 1605. He asks them to find out as much as they can about the different types 
of employment at this time. He needs to know information about the types of jobs that
people did in 1605.

To assist students with the task, recap on conversations from the game including those with
Alice and Barnaby and conversations that mention anything to do with jobs. The students
should also examine different characters in the game, particularly Alice Flowers, Black Rod
and the Town Crier, and discuss their jobs.

Students should use the Deep Cover Employment Fact-file Resource Sheet to collect and
organise the information they find. Through a class briefing session, each group will share the
information they have gathered about the different jobs and occupations. This information
can be shared with other students through class discussion or multimedia presentations.

ROLE PLAY JOB INTERVIEW

In pairs students choose a job card, with one playing the part of the interviewer and the
other playing the part of the candidate. Hold a mock interview for the job indicated on the
card. These can be performed in front of the class or in groups.

Resources
• Characters: Alice Flowers, Black Rod, Town Crier
• Environments: London Streets
• Historical Objects: Deadly Nightshade, Leeches, Quill and Ink
• Resource Sheet 1: Doctor’s Message 1
• Resource Sheet 2: Deep Cover Employment Fact-File
• Resource Sheet 3: Job Interview Cards
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2. What were houses like in 1605?

GAME PLAY
Throughout this unit, the students should be encouraged to play the game in its entirety. 

While playing the game, the students should be encouraged to complete their notebook
pages with information about characters and historical objects, particularly those that give
them information about houses of the time.

ACTIVITIES

Learning Outcome
Students will gain an understanding of the different types of houses in 1605 and the contrast
between the houses of the rich and the poor.

MISSION 2

Now that the students have some knowledge of the employment opportunities, working
conditions and differing rates of pay, they can investigate the types of housing that would be
available at the time, depending on the person’s income and wealth. 

Read aloud the second message from the Doctor asking the students to discover what they
can about houses and homes of the period. He wants them to find out about the different
types of houses that the characters from the game may have lived in.  These characters
should include Lady Winters, Guy Fawkes, the Town Crier and Alice Flowers. The information 
should include:

• Size of house • Number of rooms • Cooking and kitchen facilities
• Toilet and bathing facilities • Windows and decoration • Furniture

The students should choose a character from the game by selecting a card and use the
Housing Fact-file Resource Sheet to collect and organise the required information.  

To assist the students with this task, the Historical Objects of the Chamber Pot and the Well
should be investigated and discussed. Students should examine images from the game which
show different types of buildings and houses. The students may need to use other sources to
gather the information required for their fact-files. Through a class briefing session, each
group shares the information they have gathered about houses from the 1600s. This
information can be shared through a class talk, a multimedia presentation 
or posters and drawings.

ESTATE AGENTS

Students should choose a type of house from the period and create
an estate agent schedule for the property using the Estate Agent
Schedule Resource Sheet provided. This should include information
on the number of rooms in the house, cooking facilities, toilets and
bathrooms, windows etc. There should also be some reference to
how the property is furnished.

Resources
• Historical Objects: Chamber Pot, Well
• Resource Sheet 4: Doctor’s Message 2
• Resource Sheet 5: Housing Fact-file 
• Resource Sheet 6: Estate Agent Schedule 
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3. What food and drink was available and common in 1605?

GAME PLAY
Throughout this unit, the students should be encouraged to play the game in its entirety. 

While playing the game, the students should be encouraged to complete their notebook
pages with information about characters and historical objects, particularly those that give
them information about the food and drink of the time.

ACTIVITIES

Learning Outcome
Students will learn basic information about the types of food and drink that were available in
1605 and the contrast between the diet of the rich and the poor.

MISSION 3

Having gained an understanding of the diversity of the living and housing conditions of people
in London in 1605, the students can now investigate the food and drink of the time.

Read aloud the Doctor’s third message to the class. In this message he asks the students to
find out everything they can about food and drink in the 1600s.  
This should include:
• The types of food that were available to the rich
• The types of food that were available to the poor
• How food was prepared
• What people of the time drank

The students should use the Food and Drink Fact-file Resource Sheet to collect and organise
the information they find.  

To assist the students with this task, the Historical Objects of the Cabbage, Potatoes, Well,
Fork and Spoon, Sugar and Beer Barrel should be investigated and discussed. The students
may need to use other sources to gather the information required for their fact-files.
Through a class briefing session, each group shares the information they have gathered 
about food and drink from the 1600s.  This information can be shared through a class talk, 
a multimedia presentation or a poster.

SHOPPING LISTS

Students choose a character from the game using the character cards and write a weekly
shopping list. The shopping list should reflect the wealth of their chosen character and the
types of food and drink that would be available to them.

Resources
• Historical Objects: Cabbage, Potatoes, Well,
Fork and Spoon, Sugar, Beer Barrel

• Resource Sheet 7: Doctor’s Message 3
• Resource Sheet 8: Food and Drink Fact-file
• Resource Sheet 9: Character Cards
• Resource Sheet 10: Shopping List
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4. What did people in 1605 do for entertainment?

GAME PLAY
Throughout this unit, the students should be encouraged to play the game in its entirety. 

While playing the game, the students should be encouraged to complete their notebook
pages with information about characters and historical objects, particularly those that give
them information about entertainment and leisure activities of the time.

ACTIVITIES

Learning Outcome
Students will learn about the types of entertainment available and enjoyed by people in 1605
and how this varied according to their wealth.

MISSION 4

Now the students have acquired knowledge about employment, housing and the diet of
people in London in 1605 as well as the diversity of opportunity between the rich and the
poor, they can investigate what entertainment and leisure activities were available depending
on people’s wealth.

Read aloud the Doctor’s fourth message. In this message he asks the students to learn about
what people did for fun in 1605.  This should include:
• The types of entertainment that were available
• Who would attend these events
• What sports were popular
• Who played or watched these sports

Students should use the Entertainment Fact-file Resource Sheet to collect and organise their
information.

To assist the students with this task, the Historical Objects of the Whip and Top, Nine Men’s
Morris Board, Football, Tyburn Tree and Macbeth should be investigated and discussed. The
students may need to use other sources to gather the information required for their fact-
files. Some useful websites to help you with research and background information are
available on bbc.co.uk/teachers. Through a class briefing session, each group shares the
information they have gathered about entertainment from the 1600s. This information can be
shared through a class talk, a multimedia presentation or a poster.

POSTER

Students create a poster advertising an entertainment event. This could be a play at a
theatre, a football match etc. The posters should give details of where, when and what is
going to happen and who should attend the event. These can be displayed in the classroom.

Resources
• Historical Objects: Whip and Top, Nine Men’s Morris Board, 
Football, Tyburn Tree, Macbeth

• Resource Sheet 11: Doctor’s Message 4
• Resource Sheet 12: Entertainment Fact-file
• Resource Sheet 13: Poster
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Concluding Activity

To demonstrate the learning acquired through the Deep Cover Time Agents approach, the
students complete a concluding activity in response to a fifth message from the Doctor. In
this message he asks them to send him a summary report of what they have learned about
London Life in 1605 for his TARDIS Time Files.

ACTIVITY
Read the Doctor’s last message out loud to the class. The students use the Closure Report
resource sheet to organise the information they have discovered and to help structure their
final report. The report should include the following information:
• The families
• Facts about employment in 1605
• Facts about houses in 1605
• Facts about food and drink in 1605 
• Facts about entertainment in 1605

The students decide through a group or class discussion on how they will send their final
report to the Doctor, eg report, letter, email, video etc.   

Organisation
For each of these activities the students can work individually or in small groups to discover
as much as they can about London Life while completing the Doctor’s missions. They can use
the resource sheets provided to help ensure that they collect the relevant information. 

If the students have not already made the DCTA badges in a previous unit they can use the
resource sheet provided, within the theme of The Plot, to make their own.

Resources 
• Resource Sheet 14: Doctor’s Message 5
• Resource Sheet 15: Closure Report
• Resource Sheet 16: Thank you message from the Doctor
• Deep Cover Time Agents’ Notebook



Hello there,

You lot look like a bright bunch and I was wondering if you could help me.
We have found ourselves in London in 1605.  By we, I mean the Ponds and
me.  I’m trying to infiltrate the plotters and Amy and Rory are trying not
to be too conspicuous.  To do that, we need a lot of background
information, the sort of information that Deep Cover Time Agents collect
for missions.  

We need to know about all about the jobs that people did in 1605.  I’ll warn
you now that some of them weren’t very nice.  Gong Farmers - yuk!  I’ll let
you find out for yourselves what they did…  The more information and
detail the better.  Now, while some jobs were paid well and people were
quite rich, others were very poorly paid and had to work long hours with
hardly any holidays.

So, see what you can find out, and remember the more detail the better.

Anyway, I had better be going.  There’s lots to do here and I need to check
how Amy and Rory are getting on.  I always worry when I send them out on
their own. 

Good luck with this and I’ll be watching how you’re getting along.

Best wishes,

The Doctor

© BBCResource Sheet 1: Doctor’s Message 1 
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DEEP COVER EMPLOYMENT FACT-FILE

Job 

Main Duties

How well paid is the job?

Who would do this job?

Other information

Job 

Main Duties

How well paid is the job?

Who would do this job?

Other information



© BBCResource Sheet 3: Job Interview Cards

Chandler

Executioner

Barber

Scullion

Carpenter

Gong Farmer

Baker

Herbalist

Bellman

Cook

Leech 
Collector

Surgeon

Chimney
Sweep

Wood Dyer

Blacksmith

Gardener Messenger Potter

Job Interview Cards
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Hello again you lot!

Fantastic work so far, lots of information about jobs.

Now, I need to know some other stuff.  While we’re in London we’ll be
getting to know some of the locals, and knowing a bit about where they
live would help too.  There were lots of houses in London, some for the 
rich and some for the poor.  Could you find out what kind of house 
Guy Fawkes, Lady Winters, the Town Crier and Alice Flowers might have
lived in?  

I need to know as much as possible. Things like what their kitchens were
like, if there were toilets and baths, did they have windows?  All sorts 
of details.  Remember detail is very important.  

You’ve done such good work already and I’m sure you’ll be brilliant at this
task too.

Better get back to the TARDIS and check on what Amy and Rory have been
up to.

Many thanks,

The Doctor
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HOUSING FACT-FILE

Size of house

Number of rooms

Cooking and kitchen facilities

Toilet and bathing facilities

Windows and decoration

Furniture

Other information
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ESTATE AGENT SCHEDULE

Description of House

Rooms

Kitchens and bathrooms

Decoration

Furnishings
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Hello, hello!

How are you doing?  Very well indeed going by the stuff that you have sent
me already.  Lots and lots of good detail in there.

Now I need you to find out about food and drink.  It’s amazing how eating
habits change over the years and we wouldn’t want to be asking for
something that hasn’t been discovered yet.  I mean, potatoes in 1605 are
still considered new!  

The diets of the rich and poor were very different so we need to know
what the different people we might meet would eat.  The more facts that
you can find out about food the better.  Drink as well.  Water was a bit
well… yucky.  So they had to find something else to drink.  See what you
can find out.  Again there would be a difference in what they drank
depending on whether they were rich or poor.

I’d better let you get started.  You’ve got a lot of work to do.

Good luck!

The Doctor
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FOOD AND DRINK FACT-FILE

Food that rich people would eat

Food that poor people would eat

Cooking and kitchen facilities for rich people

Cooking and kitchen facilities for poor people

What rich people would drink

What poor people would drink
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CHARACTER CARDS

GUY FAWKES BLACK ROD

ALICE FLOWERS CHARLIE 



© BBCResource Sheet 10: Shopping List

SHOPPING LIST
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Oh there you are!

Well done again!  Some good stuff about food and drink.  Not quite the
choice of food that you're used to, I bet!

Life in London in 1605 was very hard for most people, but there was still
some time for fun. There’s always got to be some time for fun, hasn’t
there?  Not as much time as you lot get but all the same, people did try to
enjoy themselves. Could you find out what sorts of things they did and
how they entertained themselves? Some of the activities might surprise
you and some might even be quite familiar. See what you can find out
about the types of activities they took part in, where they took place, 
who attended, who was and wasn’t allowed to attend etc. 

And you guessed it - as much detail as possible please!

I look forward to reading all about what you discover.

The Doctor 



ENTERTAINMENT FACT-FILE

© BBCResource Sheet 12: Entertainment Fact-file

Name of Activity 

Name of Activity 

Name of Activity 

Name of Activity 
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POSTER

Where?

When?

What?
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Hello again,

I can hardly thank you enough.  It has made being in 1605 so much easier.
Amy and Rory have found the stuff you sent in very useful too.  You found
out a lot of facts and included so much detail, which really helps when you
are on an undercover time mission.  Without this kind of research it would
be so easy to say or do the wrong thing and end up in an enormous pile 
of trouble.

Now there is one last thing I need you to do for me.  I need a summary of
everything you’ve found out so far.  It will act as a Closure Report for the
TARDIS.  She likes to have everything in place, and all the boxes ticked. 

If you could write up a summary report about life in London in 1605
including information about people’s jobs, their houses, what they ate
and drank and what they did for fun on those dull Thursday afternoons,
that would be brilliant.

You’ve been so good so far, that I know these final reports will be 
simply excellent.

The Doctor
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AGENCY CLOSURE REPORT

Resource Sheet 15: Deep Cover Time Agents’ Closure Report

TOP
SECRET
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Hello there,

I’ve been reading your Closure Reports and they’re wonderful!  They give a
real picture of what life was like back in 1605.  These reports will be filed
away in the TARDIS and if we return to this time period again we’ll have all
the information we need ready to use.

Thank you so much for all your hard work.  You make a very good team of
Deep Cover Time Agents and I hope I’ll be able to call on your help again
sometime in the future.  You should wear your badges so I can spot you!

Thank you and until we meet again, dear Time Agents,

The Doctor
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DEEP COVER TIME AGENTS' NOTEBOOK

Deep Cover Time Agents' Notebook


